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A WISE LOSER
He is a keynote speaker,a sales coach and an entrepreneur,all rolled
into one.Mr Subramanian Iyer adopts a unique style when it comes to
trainings. He makes it a point to relate with your business in a unique
style.He entralls his audiences with his witty humour, his interactions
with them being a mix of satire and intelligence. Here is a person who
can turn a monologue training session into an interactive,interesting,
hilarious experience clubbed with powerful learnings,which get
embedded into minds.
Born and brought up in a traditional tam-brahm family in Mumbai, he
is a typical go-getter Mumbaikar,who has always been engaged in
the city's competitive and overwhelming environment.From this,
emerged his versatility and ability to understand and communicate
suitably with different types of people.
"Mr.Iyer is a believer of "Simple living and high thinking." He firmly
believes that it's simple things in life that makes us extraordinary. He

Impacting people’s lives through
result oriented training.

imparts training and resource speaker assignments under the brand
name "A WISE LOSER".

Why A Wise Loser?
A Wise Loser is one who has gone through the processes,knows the pitfalls and is there to tell you WHAT NOT TO DO while
being fully aware of what to do. He is indispensable in today’s fast paced life, as one hardly has the time to commit the
mistakes and learn from them.
A salesperson with an ideology of winning the world collectively,his mission is to erase the word "failure" from every sales
person’s life by instilling confidence through his training. To sum up, Subramanian Iyer can be described in three words:
Simple, Collaborative, Grateful.

THE COMPANY
Mindrank Ventures Pvt Ltd.(MRV) is a sales outsourcing company, nurtured by Subramanian Iyer,
a dynamic entrepreneur, highly experienced in sales and marketing. Strategic planning, selecting,
coaching, training and counselling employees, designing and executing different sales and
marketing plans, supervising the execution of these plans are some of the functions Mr Iyer has
excelled in. He is supported by his efficient team of experts who assist him in fulfilling his dream of
positively impacting client’s sales and profitability.
Sales Outsourcing solutions offered by MRV include client presentations, lead generation, strategic
pr, business systems and processes, appointments for you, digital branding and sales induction
programmes.
Sales trainings and coaching for Real Estate brokers has always been an ongoing priority at MRV
over the past few years. ACE BROKER, a realtor brand enhancement certification program has been
thoughtfully designed keeping in mind the realtors’ need to be seen by their target customers,
without actually reaching out to them. As Mr. Iyer puts it ,”Don’t sell, enable people to buy”.
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His organizational sales

As a brilliant keynote speaker on

As a corporate sales trainer, he

experience of 22 years,

motivation and sales, he has

has been imparting high end

with renowned companies

conducted sales motivation and

like TATA AIG, ICICI

skill upgradation programs to

Prudential and Rolta India

various entrepreneurs and their

Ltd with notable

sales team in the SME.Mr. Iyer

educational institutions which

accomplishments has

has an expertise in

includes Eicher tractors, Hitachi

enabled him, to coach and
provide sales solutions to
his clients in the SME
sector.Some of his
esteemed clients have
been from the real estate
sector which includes
Mayfair Housing and top
performing realtors.

communicating complex ideas
into easy-to-absorb concepts
that resonate with his audiences ,

advanced sales skills upgradation
programmes to corporates and

air conditioners, Nippon Life
Insurance, Life Insurance

which in turn results in effective

Corporation of India, Midas IT,

communication with them. As is

Sutherland and SDA Bocconi

rightfully said “A great message
isn’t of any value until it has been
effectively communicated"

FAILURE GUARANTEED
-a presentation by Subramanian Iyer
True to his motto, “Eliminate the mistakes that guarantee
your failures!” Mr. Subramanian trained SMEs along with
thousands of sales professionals to avoid the commonly
made mistakes that lead the sales deals towards failure.
Sales training with this WISE LOSER is not an optional
luxury, but an important investment for the career and

EXPERTS
IN SALES

growth of the participants. As it is said" The wise learns

NEVER

from his own mistakes from his own mistakes while the

SELL

wiser learns from other 's mistakes."
His training's can impact your company's growth, can
mold your employee force ,establish a strong foundation,
which eventually will deliver true and lasting SUCCESS!

- Subramanian Iyer

ENHANCE YOUR BUSINESS SALES THROUGH INFLUENTIAL TRAININGS

TRAINING MODULES
Sales Instinct

Mental Toughness

Employee engagement

Employee Induction

Strategic digital

Change Management

programs

branding

Sales Management

Mission Vision & Value

Work from home

Prospecting and closing

Delegation

orientations

Leadership

Sales Process

Risk Management

Customer Delight

Communication Skills

Winning Attitude

Managing
Customer
Expectation
Business Strategy

Crisis Management
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